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Abstract The interaction of quasi-steady abyssal ocean flow with submarine topography is expected to
generate turbulent mixing in the ocean. This mixing may occur locally, close to topography, or via breaking
quasi-steady lee waves that can carry energy into the ocean interior. There is currently no theoretical, or
empirically derived, prediction for the relative amounts of local and interior mixing. We report measure-
ments of the mixing rate in laboratory experiments with a topographic ridge towed through a density strati-
fication. The experiments span three parameter regimes including linear lee waves, nonlinear flow and an
evanescent regime in which wave radiation is weak. Full field density measurements provide the depth-
dependence of energy loss to turbulent mixing, allowing separation of the local mixing in the turbulent
wake and remote mixing by wave radiation. Remote mixing is significant only for a narrow band of forcing
parameters where the flow speed is resonant with internal waves; in all other parameter regimes local mix-
ing close to the topography is dominant. The results suggest that mixing by local nonlinear mechanisms
close to abyssal ocean topography may be much greater than the remote mixing by quasi-steady lee
waves.

1. Introduction

Irreversible mixing of the density stratification is thought to play an important role in governing the general
oceanic circulation. Mixing is induced by a variety of physical processes [Munk and Wunsch, 1998] including
internal waves generated by tidal interactions with topography which radiate energy into the ocean interior
causing mixing where they break [Polzin et al., 1997; Gregg and Ozsoy, 1999], surface wind fluctuations that
generate downward propagating internal waves [Polton et al., 2008], turbulent downslope flows [Price and Bar-
inger, 1994], and topographically steered abyssal overflows [Bryden and Nurser, 2003]. More recently, it has
been proposed that the interaction between geostrophic eddies and bottom topography can also generate
internal lee waves, which may in turn enhance mixing [Nikurashin and Ferrari, 2010a,2010b]. In contrast to tid-
ally generated internal waves (also known as internal tides) the lee waves induced by eddies require small lat-
eral topographic scales. At these scales, bottom velocities induced by geostrophic eddies vary slowly, and
thus produce a lee wave field that is quasi-steady. A fraction of the lee waves energy can then be lost to irre-
versible mixing in the ocean interior through the generation of turbulence in overturning events.

Estimates of the rates of water-mass transformation caused by quasi-steady lee wave-induced mixing [Nikur-
ashin and Ferrari, 2011, 2013] are based on a linear theory for the energy flux into lee waves in stratified
flow over two-dimensional topography [Bell, 1975]. This energy flux is then translated into an estimate of
the turbulent diffusion coefficient using a semiempirical parameterization that was designed for internal
tides [St. Laurent et al., 2002]. Using this parameterization, it has been proposed that breaking of quasi-
steady lee waves contributes more than one third of the global internal wave-induced mixing, the remain-
der being caused by internal tides [Nikurashin and Ferrari, 2011, 2013]. Parameterizations based on Bell
[1975] have also been implemented in prognostic global ocean models which highlight the potential role
of lee wave-driven mixing on the stratification and overturning circulation, along with a need for stronger
physical foundations of parameterizations [Melet et al., 2014].
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There are a number of other mechanisms for mixing that are present when quasi-steady flows interact with
bottom topography. These mixing processes depend upon the dynamics of flow regimes that can occur,
which are governed by the Froude number based on ridge height [Gheusi et al., 2000; Vosper, 2004]. For
example, the generation of internal lee waves can be accompanied by highly nonlinear rotors in the lee of a
ridge [Eiff et al., 2005; Knigge et al., 2010]. At small Froude number, the most dense fluid may be blocked by
the ridge, creating an upstream jet that accelerates as it passes over the ridge [Baines and Hoinka, 1985].
Turbulent mixing is thereby generated in the wake and a stationary mixed region downstream of the crest
[Winters and Armi, 2013, 2014]. In addition, at sufficiently high Froude number, the topography may gener-
ate frequencies that are too high to propagate as internal lee waves, implying that this energy must be dis-
sipated near the topography. Thus, linear lee waves occur over only a limited region of parameter space,
leaving a wide range of conditions unexplored.

An alternative parameterization for quasi-steady oceanic lee waves, based on Garner’s [2005] scheme for
topographic interaction in the atmosphere, was introduced by Trossman et al. [2015]. Their scheme includes
nonlinear processes such as topographic blocking, which produces higher estimates of turbulent dissipation
in the lower 1000 m of the ocean than schemes based on Bell [1975]. The Garner [2005] scheme has been
shown to reduce kinetic energy in the modeled abyssal ocean owing to quasi-steady lee wave drag
[Trossman et al., 2016], but the mixing induced by this process is yet to be quantified. Trossman et al. [2015]
make the case that better observations, particularly close to topography, are needed to validate lee wave
closure schemes.

The parameterization of St. Laurent et al. [2002] requires specification of three parameters: the fraction of
energy that is dissipated locally, q, the turbulent mixing efficiency, C and the vertical structure (F(z)) of mix-
ing in the water column. The local dissipation fraction was estimated at q50:360:1 from ocean measure-
ments of internal tides breaking in the Brazil Basin [St. Laurent et al., 2002], and smaller values of q may be
possible in situations where conversion of energy to low mode internal tides dominates [Nikurashin and
Legg, 2011]. Waterman et al. [2013] argue that q will depend on the roughness of topography and spatial
variability, with observations from the Hawaiian Ocean Mixing Experiment suggesting values as small as
q � 0:05 [St. Laurent et al., 2002]. However, there has been no attempt to empirically measure either q, or the
vertical structure function F(z) for the case of quasi-steady lee waves. The only available calibrations come
from numerical simulations for an idealized quasi-steady flow with lee wave breaking events which estimate
q50:360:1 [Nikurashin and Ferrari, 2010a], although it may be as large as 0.5 [Nikurashin and Ferrari, 2011].

Oceanographers commonly rely on an assumption of an average mixing efficiency in the ocean, C50:2
[e.g., Polzin et al., 1997]. However, there is scant evidence that C takes on the same value for different mix-
ing mechanisms [Ivey et al., 2008] and, where C has been directly measured in high Reynolds number flows,
considerable differences in efficiency are found. The value C50:2 was obtained in experiments with zero-
mean-shear turbulence [Linden, 1979]. Other experiments give C50:1160:01 (in the absence of bottom
topography) and C50:0860:01 (in the presence of a topographic ridge) for shear instability in baroclinic
exchange flows through constrictions at large Reynolds numbers [Prastowo et al., 2008, 2009], and C5½0:03;
0:08� for breaking quasi-interfacial waves in a two-layer configuration [Hult et al., 2011a,2011b]. Convective
processes tend to give rise to relatively large mixing efficiencies [Lawrie and Dalziel, 2011; Davies Wykes and
Dalziel, 2014]. Convection, rather than shear production of turbulence, can be a major cause of the mixing
in internal wave overturning [Gayen and Sarkar, 2010; Chalamalla and Sarkar, 2015]. Bluteau et al. [2013]
reported field measurements of turbulent mixing efficiencies at an energetic hotspot. They highlighted that
a variable mixing efficiency with typical values of 0.01 can lead to realistic transformations of water masses.
These transformations were overestimated by an order of magnitude when using the constant mixing effi-
ciency C50:2. An appropriate value of C in the deep ocean will therefore depend on whether waves or
mean shear flow cause most of the mixing.

In summary, accurate parameterization of mixing by quasi-steady lee waves in the ocean is compromised
by a lack of systematic empirical studies that span the full range of dynamical behaviour. In this paper, we
address this problem using a series of laboratory experiments to directly measure the mixing induced by a
quasi-steady stratified flow over a ridge, and to understand the dependence of mixing on the flow dynam-
ics. We aim to partition the mixing into near-topography contributions and remote mixing (radiated by
quasi-steady internal lee waves). The experimental setup and measurement techniques are introduced in
section 2. In section 3 the flow is described and we evaluate the irreversible changes of the background
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stratification due to mixing. In section 4 we consider the relative importance of remote mixing induced by
lee waves and local mixing in the wake of the topography, as well as the previously defined local dissipation
efficiency q. Conclusions are drawn in section 5.

2. Experimental Method

An idealized two-dimensional ridge is towed at a constant speed through initially stationary and uniformly
stratified water in a long channel. For experimental convenience the ridge is inverted (compared to ocean
floor topography) and moves along the upper surface of the water, as shown in Figure 1. The experiments
are nonrotating, which means that there is no lower limit to the frequency of radiating lee waves and that
potential vorticity dynamics do not lead to velocity components in the along-ridge (cross-stream) direction.

2.1. Laboratory Apparatus
The channel was 5.26 m long, 20 cm wide and 40 cm deep. The laboratory room and water temperature
were controlled at 2061�C. Two 200 L drums, one initially filled with brine and the other with freshwater,
were used to create a linear stratification in the channel following the double-bucket technique [Oster,
1965]. A small amount of red food dye was added to the brine drum and serves as a passive tracer of the
salt. The dye concentration everywhere in the channel flow was a proxy for salinity and density. Accurate
measurements of the density field were made using the attenuation of transmitted light by the dissolved
tracer.

The channel was filled to a depth of H 5 30 cm. For most experiments the initially uniform Brunt-Vaisala fre-
quency was N0 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2g=q0Þðd�q=dzÞ

p
� 1 rad s21, where g 5 9.8 m s22 is the acceleration due to gravity, q0

51000 kg m23 the reference density, �qðzÞ is the density profile and z is the vertical coordinate.

Two ridges were used, each two-dimensional with a Gaussian profile given by

hðxÞ5h0exp 2
x
lr

� �2
 !

; (1)

where x is the horizontal coordinate with the origin at the center of the ridge base and h053:5 cm is the
maximum height. Twenty seven experiments were carried out with a ridge of e-folding width lr55:0 cm,
and 10 experiments with a wider ridge having lr 5 16 cm. The ridge was attached at the center of a horizon-
tal plate 80 cm long so as to allow an upstream boundary layer to develop during motion in either direction.
The weight of the floating ridge and plate was adjusted so that the ridge was completely submerged and
the base of the plate was 2 to 3 mm beneath the surface of the water. The ridge was attached to a taut wire
connected to a ‘‘SmartMotor’’ via rotating cylinders that towed the ridge at a velocity controlled by a pre-
programmed computer interface. The ridge-plate assembly was accelerated to, and decelerated from, the
set towing speed over distances of approximately 150 mm at the start and end of each transit.

Figure 1. Experimental setup (not to scale). The tank is filled with a linear salinity gradient (inset at right). Red dye is a passive tracer of salt. (middle) The rectangle in green broken line
indicates the area of density field measurements and (right) the shaded green rectangle indicates the location of shadowgraph photographs.
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Shadowgraph visualizations gave qualitative information on the locations of turbulence in the same experi-
ments as those used for density fields. The latter technique relies on the deflection of light rays travelling
through the stratified flow and projected onto a recording plane. The illumination pattern allows for a quali-
tative survey of the flow dynamics [Merzkirch, 1981]. In a further set of experiments layers of coloured dyes
introduced during the filling procedure marked density layers and provided direct visualization of the dis-
placement of isopycnal surfaces. The advection and mixing of dyes of different colour in these runs also
showed, in a qualitative sense, the location and intensity of diapycnal mixing.

2.2. Light Attenuation Technique
The light attenuation measurements gave density fields before, during and after transits of the ridge, at a
high spatial resolution limited only by the digital camera sensor [Allgayer and Hunt, 1991]. This method has
been previously applied to infer dye concentration and density fields from attenuation measurements [e.g.,
Hacker et al., 1996; Sutherland et al., 2012]. The light source was an electroluminescent panel, which had
maximum emission in the blue part of the visible spectrum. This source was placed behind the channel,
20 cm from the tank wall and midway along the channel (green dashed box in Figure 1). A Nikon D300 cam-
era with a 200 mm Nikkor lens was fixed 6 m away from the channel. The camera was carefully levelled at
the height of the water surface. Two grids on opposite sidewalls of the tank, were used to ensure that the
camera optical axis was perpendicular to the tank walls. The setup was designed to minimize parallax errors
and image distortions. Camera exposure and white balance were set to maximize the camera sensitivity
and a shutter speed of 0.2 s was sufficient to allow instantaneous images of the flow field. Picture resolution
was 12 Megapixels, corresponding to a spatial resolution in the channel of 0.2 mm. Images were recorded
in RAW format, and postprocessed with ‘‘RawPictureProcessor.’’

The Beer-Lambert law was applied to each pixel in the digital photographs. This law expresses a linear rela-
tionship between the concentration c of a dissolved substance and its attenuation of light A5log ðI0=IÞ at a
given wavelength and along a given optical path, according to the formula

A5�abslc: (2)

Here I0 and I are the intensities measured at a given wavelength from an image with no dye and from
images taken during the experiment, respectively, �abs is the molar attenuation coefficient and l is the path
length through the water. I0 was not measured directly as there was always dye in the channel. Instead, a
reference image was taken of a uniform dye concentration produced by completely mixing the water man-
ually after each experiment. The corresponding intensity Iref is measured and used as a reference for the
attenuation. Hence we use the quantity A�5A2Aref 5log ðIref=IÞ to calculate density, where Aref 5log ðI0=Iref Þ.
The blue component of the images was used, as this part of the visible spectrum is most strongly absorbed
by the red dye and hence gives the highest sensitivity.

A calibration carried out before the experiments determined the range of validity of the linear relation
(equation (2)) and the maximum dye concentration was chosen to lie within this linear response. Thus the
mean dye concentration (and hence salt concentration) along the ray path is proportional to the attenua-
tion A� at any point of the flow. Effects of light refraction by the largest density gradients were tested and
contributed to only sub-millimetre offsets of the apparent vertical position of measurements, and were
therefore neglected. A linear extrapolation was necessary within millimetres of the bottom and top of the
measurement area in order to correct for internal reflections from the tank bottom and the water surface.

Before each experiment, water samples were taken using syringes fixed at the bottom of the tank and just
below the free surface of the water. The density of each sample was measured to 60.01 kg m23 using an
AntonPaar densimeter, providing a two-point calibration for the density fields obtained from the light atten-
uation method.

The technique was carefully validated by comparing density profiles inferred from light absorption and den-
sitymeter measurements at the beginning and after 20 ridge transits. The profiles matched very well even
at the bottom of the mixed layer where density/dye concentration gradients are the largest as shown in Fig-
ure 2 (a). Estimated vertical error bars due to the sampling method are shown in Figure 2b, from which we
see that the two techniques are consistent at the sampled depths within the uncertainty. The molecular dif-
fusion of dye was tested by leaving the stratified channel with no forced flow for 20 hrs. In this case, density
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changes were negligible apart from a slight weakening of the gradient within 2 mm of the free surface and
of the channel base.

The light attenuation technique produced instantaneous, full-field density measurements qinstðx; z; tÞ aver-
aged along the optical path through the width of the channel (where t is time). The method also allowed
accurate measurement of the vertical density profile, in particular at times of no motion. Further accuracy
was achieved by horizontal averaging in x across the field of view to give �qðzÞ. From the differences
between the rest state density profiles before and after each transit of the ridge we calculated the amount
of irreversible mixing caused by each transit.

The light attenuation technique captures the integrated density anomalies along an optical path and as a
consequence does not provide reliable quantitative information on the dimensions of three dimensional
structures at the overturning scales. On the other hand, refractive index variations visible on the shadow-
graph images indicate the extent (normal to the light path) of the turbulent structures.

2.3. Experiments
Two types of experiment were carried out; we term these single-tow and multiple-tow. In the single-tow
experiments the upstream stratification was characterized by a uniform buoyancy frequency produced by
the filling technique. Density fields were measured before, during and after a single transit of the ridge, and
shadowgraph images were taken for visualization of the turbulence.

The magnitude of restratification processes in regions of rough, small scale topographies is poorly known.
Multiple tows experiments permit to describe the dynamics of mixing in a range of stratifications relevant
to model the ocean stratification upstream of topographic features. In multiple-tow experiments the ridge
was towed back and forth along the length of the channel 20 times over 20 hrs. After each transit the water
was left to come to a resting state for 1 hr prior to the next ridge transit (visible motion ceased after approx-
imately 20 minutes). Photographs for the light attenuation measurements were taken at 5 minute intervals
over the entire course of the experiment and later processed to obtain 300 density fields. During each ridge
transit (and shortly afterward), a number of shadowgraph photographs were also taken. The multiple-tow
experiments enabled measurements of the mixing induced by each transit as well as the accumulated mix-
ing over n transits. They also revealed changes in the location of the mixing as the upstream stratification
evolved from the initial uniform buoyancy frequency (the first ridge transit, equivalent to the single-tow
experiments) into a well-mixed boundary layer and pycnocline structure. We propose that such a stratifica-
tion is more likely to represent oceanic conditions, although the rate of restratification processes in regions
of rough, small scale topographies is poorly constrained. Multiple tow experiments therefore provided
estimates of the mixing rate for a range of stratifications potentially relevant to the ocean stratification
upstream of topographic features.

Figure 2. (a) Comparison of density profiles obtained from light attenuation technique (solid lines) and densimeter measurements
(crosses) in exp21. (b) Density difference between initial and final states from light attenuation technique (solid line) and densimeter meas-
urements (black error bars).
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The relevant flow parameters are the vertical Froude number (based on ridge height, Frh � U=ðN0h0Þ), the
lateral Froude number (FrL � U=ðN0lrÞ) and the Reynolds number (Re � Ulr=m), where lr is the scale of the
largest turbulent structures and m is the kinematic viscosity of water. The vertical Froude number is the
inverse of the steepness parameter, �, defined by Nikurashin and Ferrari [2010a]. Linear lee waves can occur
when Frh > Oð1Þ; at smaller values of Frh nonlinear processes such as blocking and low-level breaking occur
[Baines and Hoinka, 1985; Winters and Armi, 2014]. In this paper we refer to this regime as the nonlinear
regime, where the nonlinearity relates to the flow regime, rather than the emitted lee waves. The lateral
Froude number is the dimensionless frequency of lee waves and equivalent to the parameter v defined by
Nikurashin and Ferrari [2010a]. For significant radiation of waves, FrL < Oð1Þ is required, implying that for
larger values of FrL energy and mixing is trapped close to topography. The Reynolds number dictates the
likelihood of local turbulence. The laboratory experiments have smaller Re than the ocean (although usually

much larger than three-dimensional
numerical simulations) and our goal is
to look for results showing asymptotic
behaviour at large Re that can be used
to infer oceanic behaviour.

The experiments (Table 1) were
designed to span multiple parameter
regimes, as shown in Figure 3, despite
limitations from ridge and channel
lengths and Reynolds number. For
clarity, the delineation between
parameter regimes are shown as dis-
tinct boundaries in the diagram, how-
ever it is expected that the evolution
of the flow dynamics with Frh and Frl

are gradual. For a given ridge width
the two Froude numbers are propor-
tional to each other. We highlight a
number of experiments in the nonline-
ar flow regime (lower left quadrant).
Only the wider ridge broaches into the
linear lee wave regime. Cases with
larger velocity (and larger Reynolds

Figure 3. Experimental conditions for the two ridges in Froude number space
and dynamical regimes.

Table 1. Listing of Parameters Used in All Experimentsa

Experiment Ridge Width (cm) N0 (rad/s) U (cm/s) Frh FrL Re

expA 5 1.00 0.9 0.2 0.2 430
expB 5 1.00 3.4 0.9 0.7 1700
expC 5 1.00 7.0 1.7 1.4 3500
expD 5 1.00 17.3 4.3 3.5 8700
expE 5 1.00 34.8 8.7 7.0 17000
exp01 5 0.46 1.7 0.9 0.7 870
exp13* 5 1.34 8.7 1.6 1.3 4400
exp11* 5 1.20 8.7 1.8 1.4 4400
exp03 5 1.01 8.7 2.1 1.7 4400
exp15* 5 1.36 17.4 3.2 2.6 8700
exp06* 5 0.99 17.3 4.3 3.5 8700
exp07 5 1.00 17.3 4.3 3.5 8700
exp21 5 0.99 43.4 11.0 8.8 22000
exp17 5 1.01 174.0 43.9 34.0 87000
exp28 16 0.98 1.7 0.44 0.1 1700
exp30 16 0.98 3.5 0.88 0.2 3500
exp31 16 1.00 7.0 1.7 0.4 7000
exp32 16 0.95 7.0 1.8 0.4 7000
exp36 16 1.13 7.8 1.7 0.5 7800

aStar labels indicate experiments for which the initial stratification is partially mixed owing to a previous experiment run in the same
fill.
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numbers) tend toward the weakly radiating regime, where vertical oscillations induced by the topography
have a primary frequency too high to be able to efficiently radiate as internal waves (although, in practise, a
limited range of topographic wavenumbers smaller than N/U is generated by the Gaussian topography, so
that a finite contribution to the energy flux into lee waves is possible.)

2.4. Irreversible Mixing
The amount of mixing is defined in terms of changes in gravitational potential energy, and we adopt the
physical framework of Winters et al. [1995]. For a density field qðx; z; tÞ in a volume V with horizontal area Ab

the potential energy per unit horizontal area is

PEðtÞ5ðg=AbÞ
ð

V
qðx; z; tÞzdV : (3)

This potential energy is partitioned between the background potential energy BPE (the minimum potential
energy that can be reached through an adiabatic sorting of the density field) and the remainder, which can
lead to motion and hence is the available potential energy APE5PE2BPE. The density field can be similarly
expressed as qðx; z; tÞ5�qðz; tÞ1q0ðx; z; tÞ, where �qðz; tÞ is the background density profile and q0ðx; z; tÞ is the
density anomaly associated with fluid motions. By construction, the background density profile and potential
energy can only change through diabatic processes such as irreversible mixing. In the present experiments
the flow reaches a state of no motion approximately 20 minutes after forcing is stopped at the end of each
transit. In this state the background potential energy per unit horizontal area is simply expressed as

BPEðiÞ5PEðiÞ5g=Ab

ðH

0
�q iðzÞzdz; (4)

where �q i is the background density profile after the i-th transit. The difference

DBPEðiÞ5BPEðiÞ2BPE0 (5)

is the accumulated amount of irreversible mixing induced by the flow over i transits of the ridge.

3. Results

3.1. Flow Dynamics
In this section we describe the flow when the ridge was towed once through a linear stratification for a
range of parameters. Mixing is identified by regions of turbulence, indicated by active, small-scale refractive
index gradients in shadowgraph images, while instantaneous density measurements reveal the wave field.
We use the terms upstream and downstream to refer to the flow in the ridge reference frame. We remind
the reader that, with the inverted ridge at the top of tank, topographically induced density perturbations
are of the opposite sign to those in the ocean.
3.1.1. Nonlinear Regime
In expA (Table 1) a small ridge speed corresponds to a small vertical Froude number, Frh50:2, and we iden-
tify upstream blocking and lee waves (Figure 4, top row). There is a quiescent region upstream of the ridge
over the whole depth, associated with a negative density anomaly between z 5 0.25 m to z 5 0.30 m caused
by less dense water being forced downward by the ridge motion. Radiation of waves ahead of the moving
ridge create a negative density anomaly in the upstream region [Browand and Winant, 1972; Baines, 1988].
A turbulent patch, identified by fine-scale structures in the shadowgraph image, is formed in the wake of
the ridge and has a vertical extent comparable with the ridge height. A strong positive density anomaly is
measured at the core of the turbulent patch, indicating upward displacement of isopycnals and an upward
component of motion in the lee of the ridge. A vertically periodic structure of alternating positive and nega-
tive density anomalies is radiated into the underlying stratification (z 5 0 to z 5 0.25 m), corresponding to
the vertical propagation of steady internal lee waves with a vertical wavelength of 65 62 mm. This vertical
wavelength matches the wavelength of lee waves predicted by Klymak et al. [2010]:

k5
2pUH
ðH2h0ÞN

56861 mm: (6)

Interference due to wave reflection at the tank bottom are observed downstream, but there is no indication
of mixing in the lower region.
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The dynamics in this experiment is similar to stratified flow over a ridge in the small vertical Froude number
regime described in recent numerical simulations [Klymak et al., 2010; Winters and Armi, 2014]. The flow is
characterized by a blocking region upstream of the ridge and an accelerated jet-like layer forming over the
ridge crest. This jet is isolated from the outer stratified flow by a stagnant region of uniform density [Winters
and Armi, 2014]. As the jet accelerates, strong shear instabilities can be induced in the boundary layer [Win-
ters and Armi, 2013], generating irreversible mixing of the background stratification, as observed down-
stream in expA. Despite being well outside the linear wave regime, radiating lee waves are clearly present

Figure 4. Single tow experiments with the narrower ridge, showing shadowgraph images (left column) and density perturbations (right). (a, b) ExpA and (c, d) expB have small vertical
Froude number (nonlinear flow regime); (e, f) expC, (g, h) expD and (i, j) expE are all in the linear, weakly radiating regime. The double arrow shows the characteristic lengthscale of buoy-
ant motions U=N � h=L. In the top left panel the solid blue line, the arrow, the dashed line and the dotted line respectively indicate the blocking region, the jet, the stagnant region and
the separation from the uncoupled flow, described by Winters and Armi [2014].
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as predicted in the numerical
simulations of Klymak et al.
[2010], but do not produce
visible signs of turbulent
mixing.
3.1.2. Weakly Radiating
Regime
As the ridge velocity is pro-
gressively increased (expA –
E, Table 1) the conditions
shift toward the linear
regime (larger Frh), while
simultaneously shutting off
radiating waves (larger FrL;
i.e., moving toward the top-
right quadrant of Figure 3).
Reynolds number is also
increased. Comparing expB
with expA (Figure 4, top and
second rows) the accelerated
jet over the ridge narrows
and a centimeter-scale tur-
bulent layer is seen on the
downstream slope of the
ridge. In the wake of the
ridge a turbulent patch
develops, measuring 50 mm
in the vertical and 150 mm

in the horizontal. Generation of internal lee waves occurs downstream, with a typical vertical wavelength of
20 cm, close to the wavelength of 25 cm predicted by Klymak et al. [2010] in a regime of Frh � 1.

At still larger Frh (expC; Figure 4, third row) the turbulent patch develops further downstream from the ridge
and is larger in its vertical extent. Despite conditions being outside the radiation regime, the density anoma-
lies are consistent with lee waves that have a vertical wavelength limited by the water depth. With further
increases in ridge velocity (Figure 4, bottom two rows) lee wave propagation ceases, spatial variations in
the turbulent wake region become more prominent and turbulence penetrates deeper into the water col-
umn. In particular, turbulent bursts periodically penetrate downward. The periodic generation of turbulent
bursts at large Frh can be qualitatively explained.

After passing over the ridge, fluid parcels move toward the ridge base (as seen in the density field) and start to
oscillate at the buoyancy frequency N0. The theoretical oscillation magnitude is larger than h, however the fluid
parcels oscillation is impeded by the ridge boundary, leading to strong local velocity gradients. The induced
shear instability generates regions of more intense mixing once each buoyancy period. In these experiments
with a towed ridge, the typical distance between subsequent bursts scales with the expected characteristic
horizontal lengthscale U=N0 	 h0=L of buoyancy oscillations (double arrows in Figure 4) [Klymak et al., 2010].
3.1.3. Linear Lee Wave Regime
Experiments with the wider ridge provide cases having Frh> FrL, thereby accessing conditions in which line-
ar lee waves can occur (i.e., Frh > Oð1Þ; FrL < Oð1Þ; lower-right quadrant in Figure 3). Figure 5 (exp 28)
shows the nonlinear regime for this wider ridge, where again there is blocking, hydraulically controlled
flow, an accelerated jet over the ridge that extends far upstream, a mixed relatively uniform density region
downstream that extends into the oncoming flow above the crest of the ridge, and lee wave radiation. At F
rh � 1 (Figure 6, exp30) the upstream blocking persists and lee waves have vertical wavelengths compara-
ble to the ridge width. In this case the dye layers marking isopycnals show mixing at around three ridge
heights, possibly due to partial wave overturning. In fact, the parameters Frh50:88 and FrL50:2 and the
flow dynamics are consistent with the wave overturning regime described in the analytical approach of
Muraki [2011] (their Figure 4). The observed mixing is relatively weak and is not visible in shadowgraphs.

Figure 5. (a) Shadowgraph; (b) dyed isopycnal layers and (c) density perturbations for flow
over the wider ridge at Frh50:44, Re 5 1700 (exp28).
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At larger velocities (Figure 7,
exp32) the blocking effects
disappear. Long wavelength
lee waves, as well as intense
mixing in the downstream
wake, persist. There are no
indications of mixing remote
from the topography. We
highlight the similarities
between exp32 (Figure 7)
and expC (Figure 4, third
row). The strong similarities
in the dynamics for the two
ridge widths suggest that
the mixing is primarily con-
trolled by the vertical Froude
number Frh. In both cases,
the qualitative observations
suggest that mixing is domi-
nated by the turbulent wake
region.
3.1.4. Summary
The qualitative results of
these experiments are broad-
ly consistent with the regime
diagram of Figure 3. We are
able to access three different
parameter regimes, including

the linear quasi-steady lee wave regime. However, the transition between these regimes is gradual. We now
look to quantify the irreversible mixing that occurs in each regime.

3.2. Irreversible Mixing
In the multiple-tow experiments the rest state vertical density profiles are found from the density fields dur-
ing the 1 hr pause between ridge transits. We recall that the ridge was towed once every hour, and density
fields were recorded every five minutes. The density profiles are then used to evaluate the irreversible mix-
ing during each ridge transit.

Examples of the evolution of the density profile (after subtracting the initial density profile and normalizing
by the initial top-bottom density difference) is shown in Figure 8 for five multiple-tow experiments with a
range of ridge speeds. After the first transit the water is partially mixed to a depth comparable to the ridge
height, resulting in a region of increased density close to the surface and a region of decreased density
immediately below. After several transits a thoroughly mixed layer has formed and it gradually deepens
during subsequent transits (e.g., at a rate 0:02h0 per transit in exp07). The depth and magnitude of density
changes in the mixed layer increase with ridge speed: for example, the mixed region formed after 20 tran-
sits is similar to the ridge height h0 in exp01 (Figure 8a) and is 4h0 in exp17 (Figure 8e); the corresponding
maximum normalized density changes in the mixed layer are 61% and 620%. Changes in density due to
irreversible mixing at depths greater than 4h0 are very small in all of the experiments.

For each multiple-tow experiment the value of DBPE (equation (5)) is calculated for each rest period
between transits (Figure 9), using the average of the density profiles during the state of no motion after
each transit. For the nonlinear flow regime (exp01, cyan line in Figure 9a) a relatively small change of DBPE
is found, reaching an accumulated increase of just 531023J m22 after the ninth pass. The weak mixing in
this experiment is likely due to the very low Reynolds number; such a low Reynolds number makes this
experiment a poor approximation to the ocean and we therefore don’t include this experiment in the
detailed analyses below.

Figure 6. (a) Shadowgraph; (b) dyed isopycnal layers, and (c) density perturbations for flow
over the wider ridge at Frh50:88, Re 5 3500 (exp30).
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In the weakly radiating
regime at larger Frh (magenta
lines in Figure 9a) DBPE
shows substantial increases,
monotonic with transit num-
ber, consistent with the irre-
versible transfer of energy
toward BPE by mixing. The
first transit produces the larg-
est jump in DBPE. This jump
scales with Frh (red circles in
Figure 10a). Once a mixed lay-
er develops (initially to the
height of the ridge crest) it
progressively deepens with
subsequent ridge transits,
DBPE continues to increase lin-
early with transit number (red
circles in Figure 10b). The rate
of mixing from later transits is
weakly dependent on Frh.

A similar dependence on
Froude number and on
upstream density structure is
found with the wider ridge
(Figure 9b), both in the nonlin-
ear flow (cyan lines) and linear

lee wave (orange lines) regimes. Again mixing is largest when the upstream flow is uniformly stratified: the first
ridge transit gives DBPE � 0:01 to 0.03 J m22, which is larger than that for the narrower ridge at a given Frh

(blue crosses in Figure 10a). After the formation of the mixed layer with a strong underlying pycnocline, DBPE
again continues to rise at a constant rate for subsequent transits; this rate again depends on Frh but is now
smaller than (approximately one third of) that for the narrower ridge (0:83102322:331023 J m22 transit21;
blue crosses in Figure 10b). It will be shown below that most of the mixing after the first few transits occurs
through deepening of the mixed layer rather than by internal wave activity.

Figure 7. (a) Shadowgraph; (b) dyed isopycnal layers, and (c) density perturbations for flow
over the wider ridge at Frh51:8, Re 5 7000 (exp32).

Figure 8. Time series of the horizontally averaged density profile differenced from the initial density profile q0ðzÞ and expressed as a percentage of the initial density difference
qbottom2qtop : (a) exp01, (b) exp03, (c) exp07, (d) exp21, and (e) exp17. Twelve density fields were obtained in each pause between ridge transits. The regularly spaced vertical stripes cor-
respond to density measurements immediately after a ridge transit and before the water was at rest. The green dashed line shows the depth of the ridge crest.
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3.3. Depth-Dependence of Mixing
The measured irreversible mixing is heterogeneously distributed over the water depth, particularly follow-
ing the development of the near-topographic mixed layer, after which most mixing is located at the pycno-
cline. However, quantification of the energy lost to mixing using BPE relies upon density changes
integrating to zero; thus, the relative amount of irreversible mixing in different parts of the domain cannot
be quantified. For this reason, we analyze the vertical variations in vertical mixing using the total flux of den-
sity, FqðzÞ, defined such that

D�q
Dt

5
@Fq

@z
; (7)

where D�q is the difference in average density profiles between two quiescient periods (before and after a
series of obstacle tows) and Dt the timescale associated with the tow. Upon vertical integration from the
floor of tank (where Fq is zero) to a level z, we find

FqðzÞ /
ðz

0
D�q dz: (8)

Thus, for an initially linear density
profile, an assumption that verti-
cal flux behaves like a diffusive
process (i.e., Fq 
 Kq

@q
@z) implies

that the cumulative density dif-
ference is proportional to the tur-
bulent diffusivity of density, Kq.

To estimate the vertical distribu-
tion of mixing we normalize the
vertical flux of density relative to
its maximum value, and plot pro-
files vertical flux estimated from
the first twelve transits of each
experiment (Figure 11). In all
cases mixing in the interior is
weaker than the near-topography
region. In the nonlinear flow
regime (cyan lines) there is strong

Figure 9. The evolution of background potential energy averaged over each rest period between ridge transits for (a) five experiments
with the narrow ridge and (b) five experiments with the wide ridge. Line colour indicates the expected flow regime as in Figure 3: cyan for
nonlinear flow, magenta for the weakly radiating regime and orange for linear lee waves.

Figure 10. The measured BPE change as a function of vertical Froude number for (a) the
first ridge transit and (b) the average DBPE per transit after five transits for the narrower
(circles) and wider (x) ridges. Lines in Figure 10a show the predicted energy input to linear
lee waves during a single pass with uniform buoyancy frequency upstream, for the nar-
rower (solid) and wider (dashed) ridges. Dashed lines in (b) show DBPE trends at lower and
larger Frh. The supplementary data points in Figure 10b) correspond to experiments per-
formed in a partially mixed initial stratification.
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mixing above z � 0:25 m (within 
1:5h0 of the surface), while mixing at middepth is between 10% and 30% of
the near-topography mixing. On the other hand, in the linear lee wave regime (orange lines) the profiles show a
larger percentage of mixing is broadly distributed in the deep stratified region, while the strongest mixing
remains localized near the topography (within 
2h0 of the surface). Experiments in the weakly radiating regime
(magenta lines) show wake mixing that progressively deepens with Froude number; deeper mixed layers corre-
late with reductions in the interior density flux.

Thus the vertical location of density differences confirm that irreversible mixing occurs primarily in the vicin-
ity of the ridge, where turbulence was observed. The radiation of lee waves readily observed in the density
field measurements corresponds to only a relatively small rate of mixing at larger depths.

4. Discussion

4.1. Comparison of Volume-Integrated Mixing With Linear Wave Theory
For the purposes of allowing the vertical diffusion in ocean models to be dynamically responsive it is currently
necessary to parameterize the energy input into the lee waves produced by bottom topography and the mix-
ing rates associated with dissipation of that energy [Nikurashin and Ferrari, 2013, and references therein]. The
energy input to radiating internal waves has been estimated from linear theory [Bell, 1975], which applies for
subcritical flow over two-dimensional topography (Frh > 1), small wave frequencies (FrL < 1), and the
limit h0 � H, where H is the water depth. In the present experiments the water depth was chosen such that
H=h0 
 8:6 and is comparable to the depth ratios of most interest in the oceans, where a 500 m ridge on the
abyssal plane has H=h0 � 8. Hence it is assumed that the rates of local mixing are likely to be insensitive to
water depth and we therefore compare with linear theory for infinite water depth. However, we note that wave
reflection from the surface could potentially enhance mixing (a process that may also occur in the ocean).

For the analytical ridge shapes (equation (1)) used in the experiments, the energy flux Ef to linear internal
waves is given by [Bell, 1975]

Figure 11. Normalized vertical density flux calculated from first 12 transits, as per equation (8) for (a) Narrow and (b) wide ridge. Line col-
our indicates the expected flow regime as in Figure 3: cyan for nonlinear flow, magenta for the weakly radiating regime and orange for lin-
ear lee waves.
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Ef 5
q0U
2p

ðN=U

0
PðkÞðN22U2k2Þ1=2Ukdk; (9)

with k and P(k) the wavenumber and topography spectrum, respectively. The background stratification in
our case is N 5 1 rad s21. The total energy input to waves during a single ridge transit along the channel of
length L becomes Ein5Ef � L=U. Saturation of energy flux in the nonlinear regime (Frh < 1) is accounted for
by multiplying the energy input by Fr2

h [Nikurashin and Ferrari, 2011].

The predicted linear flux is superimposed in Figure 10a for comparison with the measured BPE increase for
the first ridge transit. The predicted input for the wider ridge is a factor of four larger than that for the nar-
rower ridge. For Frh � 1 a large range of wavenumbers contribute to the predicted input to lee waves and
the energy input is relatively small. For Frh � 1 linear waves carry more energy, but only a limited range of
wavenumbers can propagate. In both these limits the total energy input can be an order of magnitude
smaller than the maximum value, which is reached at Frh � 1.

The measured change in BPE due to mixing exceeds the predicted lee wave radiation for cases exp03,
exp07 exp21 and exp28, while mixing is within 50% of the predicted radiation in the other four cases. Recall
that only a fraction of the radiated energy input is expected to contribute to irreversible mixing. While a
mixing efficiency C� � 0:5 for the wider ridge might be feasible, C� � 1 is not possible. We therefore con-
clude that energy input to linear lee waves cannot produce the measured mixing at Frh > 1 (in the weakly
radiating regime) and that the mixing includes substantial contributions from other mechanisms.

The BPE increase after the first five transits of the ridge (i.e., once a mixed layer has formed) is shown in Figure
10b. For the experiments with the wider ridge, performed at Frh  2, a linear trend for the evolution of DBPE with
Frh is observed. It can be expressed as DBPE / Frh, with a constant of proportionality of Oð1023ÞJ m22. The time
available for mixing is proportional to the transit time Dt / L=U, and the average rate of mixing expresses as

DBPE
Dt
/ FrhU

L
5

U2

NhL
: (10)

Hence, the mixing rate is proportional to the kinetic energy available in the flow in the Frh  2 regime. It is
also inversely proportional to N, which indicates that stronger stratification below the mixed layer inhibits
mixing. Thus, in situations where topographically induced mixing is sufficiently rapid to prevent restratifica-
tion of the near-topography mixed layer, the interior mixing due to lee waves will likely be reduced.

The narrow ridge gave approximately twice the amount of mixing at Frh � 2 (in the later transits). For larger
vertical Froude numbers the average DBPE does not vary substantially. Consequently, the mixing rate
increases linearly with the flow momentum:

DBPE
Dt
/ U

L
: (11)

At the ocean scale, these results may help to anticipate the behavior of mixing rates in terms of Frh. For
Frh  2, variations of the mixing rate as Fr2

h can be expected, while variations as Frh are expected for Frh � 2.

4.2. Evaluation of Near-Topographic Mixing
The experimental results provide constraints on the vertical partitioning of mixing and energy dissipation.
The relative contribution of near-topography mixing (caused primarily by turbulent flow generated in the
wake of the topography) was visually observed to be stronger than remote mixing (induced by radiated
internal wave energy). We now look to quantify these differences as a function of flow regime.

The fraction of mixing that occurs near topography can be assessed by quantifying two different parame-
ters from the experiments. The first parameter is the depth of the layer, hm, over which mixing is intensified.
In each experiment the maximum value of normalized density flux (see Figure 11) occurs close to topogra-
phy, and then decreases. We define the vertical location of maximum mixing, zm, and then calculate the
nondimensional mixed layer depth as

hm �
2ðH2zmÞ

h0

Values of hm as a function of horizontal Froude number are plotted in Figure 12a. In the narrow ridge cases
(red circles) we see a clear trend of increasing mixed layer depth with Froude number as the flow moves
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into the weakly radiating
regime. At very small Froude
numbers (the blocking
regime), mixed layer depths
are much smaller, with a
minimum value at Frh 5 1.
There is a smooth transition
between these cases.

The second metric to mea-
sure the relative importance
of near-topographic mixing
is the value of the normal-
ized density flux at middepth
(Figure 12b). In the low
Froude number (topographic
blocking) regime, very little
mixing occurs outside the
mixed layer region, especial-
ly in the wide ridge cases
(noting that the small Reyn-
olds number in exp01 makes

it a questionable data point). In the linear lee wave regime, interior mixing is amplified, up to half the diffu-
sivity of the mixed layer, but as Froude number increases into the weakly radiating regime, the interior mix-
ing drops again. Thus, outside the band of Froude numbers at which linear lee wave radiation is significant,
mixing occurs predominantly in the near-topography region.

The laboratory conditions span Froude numbers in the range ½0:2; 40� and therefore include the oceanic
values. At the laboratory Reynolds numbers, viscous effects that are not associated with the turbulent dissi-
pation (particularly sidewall friction) may reduce the fraction of near-topographic mixing. For example, in
experiments with interfacial wave breaking, it was found that the mixing efficiency was modified by only
2% when the viscous damping coefficient was doubled [Hult et al., 2011a] at smaller Re (102; 103) than those
in the present experiments. Hence we conclude that there are no obvious reasons why the relative contri-
bution of local and remote mixing measured here should not be representative of oceanic flows over
topography. Important caveats are that effects of irregular and three-dimensional ocean topography and
the presence of inertial frequencies have not been investigated.

5. Conclusions

The results reported here provide the overall rate of irreversible mixing in stratified flow over two-
dimensional topography at moderately large Reynolds numbers. At low vertical Froude number, the mixing
increases with Frh, in proportion to the kinetic energy of the flow. In this nonlinear flow regime, hydraulic
jumps and turbulent wakes behind the ridge dominate the mixing, meaning that most mixing occurs within
one ridge height of topography. At intermediate values of vertical Froude number (Frh 
 122) the total
mixing continues to increase quadratically with velocity, but the resonance of forcing with low mode inter-
nal waves leads to radiation and remote mixing. At even larger ridge velocities, radiation is weakened and
local mixing in a progressively deepening mixed layer dominates the flow; this result matches the expected
weakly radiating regime.

The narrow range of resonance for the production of lee waves implies that lee waves may not be the dom-
inant mechanism of mixing in the abyssal ocean. This result does not imply that the contribution of lee
waves to remote mixing has been over-estimated. Indeed, the total mixing is much greater than that pre-
dicted by linear internal wave generation with physically plausible mixing efficiency. Thus, the local mixing
due to flow-topography interactions may have been substantially under-estimated, and we advocate tar-
geted studies to understand the full range of complex flow regimes possible. In particular, further work with
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Figure 12. (a) Nondimensional mixed layer depth, hm; and (b) normalized middepth diffusivity
as a function of Froude number for the narrow (circles) and wide (x) ridges.
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mixing due to the interactions of balanced flows with topography is warranted in order to assess the effects
of inertial frequencies and complex, three-dimensional topography.
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